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Question 15

Points Possible: 10
Content Strand: Expository
Content Standard: Demonstrate command of the conventions of
standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.
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Scoring Guidelines
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Sample Response: 10 points
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Notes on Scoring
This response receives full credit (10 points). There is a clearly
stated main idea, “Wild birds need different kinds of care
than pet birds”. There is a clear progression of ideas that are
directly linked to the points made in the introductory
paragraph. The response effectively uses transitional words
(first, another, finally) to lead the reader through a wellcrafted organizational pattern. The conclusion of the
response, while brief, clearly sums up the major points of the
piece.
The response effectively includes specific evidence that
supports the primary idea. The evidence and elaboration is
well integrated throughout the piece. Sentence structure
varies from simple to complex. The response includes the use
of academic and domain-specific vocabulary. The language
used shows a clear understanding of the passages.
The response shows a sophisticated use of conventions.
Examples can be seen in the correct use of commas to
separate transitional words and to set apart dependent
clauses (“First, to take care of a wild bird,” and “If the bird is
not hurt, make sure it is in a safe place”). Capitalization and
punctuation are accurate with very few minor errors (“…as
big as an 11 pound Turkey”).
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Sample Response: 8 points
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Notes on Scoring
This response receives partial credit (8 points).
The response is given three points for purpose, focus and
organization. Two clear main points are stated (“People have
to be responsible with birds.” and “Some birds need different
kinds of help than other birds.”). The response includes a clear
introductory paragraph, however, the conclusion is not
directly related to the stated main points. There is evidence of
the adequate use of transitional words and phrases
(“sometimes” at the beginning of paragraph 2, “too” at the
end of the first sentence of paragraph 4). The response
includes a progression of ideas, but includes some extraneous
information (“…don’t let your dog or your brother near it”) as
well as some incorrect information (“A bird doctor treats
other animals like rabbits and hamsters, and snakes. It seems
like they would eat each other”).
The response is given three points for evidence and
elaboration. It includes referents to evidence in the text (“…
can exsamin your birds feathers, beaks, heart and lungs”).
Often the evidence is combined with personal opinion, which
should not be a part of an explanatory response (“Also, there
are a lot of birds that can talk. It would be really amazing to
have a talking bird”). There is some evidence of academic
vocabulary as well as some variability in sentence structure.
This response receives two points for conventions of standard
English. It includes some minor errors in usage of conventions,
such as pronoun agreement (“call a special person who
knows how to fix birds/they”) and spelling (responsable, leefy,
exsamin).
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Sample Response: 5 points
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Notes on Scoring
This response receives partial credit (5 points).
Two points are given for purpose, focus and organization. The
response is loosely organized; it includes minimal evidence or
organization. The introductory paragraph has a main point
(“People are always trying to help birds, but thay don’t know
how”) that is loosely connected to the prompt. The
progression of ideas is somewhat unclear and there is no
evidence of transition from one paragraph to the next.
Two points are given for evidence and elaboration. The
response includes a significant amount of extraneous
information (“Sometimes birds see better than other animals.
Owls here better than other animals”, “I want a parrot to sit
on my shoulder and say HELLO, HELLO”). The response
includes minimal evidence from the passages. There is little
variety in sentence structure.
One point is given for conventions of standard English. There
are multiple spelling errors (thay, hert, helthy, medisine).
Beginning capitalization is often missing.
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Sample Response: 3 points
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Notes on Scoring
This response receives partial credit (3 points). One point is
given for purpose, focus and organization. There is no clear
main point and little evidence of a progression of ideas. The
response shows very little understanding of the purpose of the
passages. There is no evidence of the use of transitional
strategies. Misinformation is included (“Parrots live forever”).
One point is given for evidence and elaboration. The little
evidence included is only loosely connected to information
related to the prompt. The expression of ideas is limited and
the vocabulary is basic, not reflective of academic or
domain-specific language. Sentences are poorly structured
and there are multiple examples of run-on sentences (“go to
the computer and to www.owra.org to lern what to do
whatever you do don’t let your cat go near it”, ”always put
birds on a diet they eat green things and meets”).
One point is given for conventions of standard English. There
are frequent errors with beginning capitalization and multiple
misspellings of grade appropriate words (carful, lern, meets,
wird).
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